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The New York RPS program is undermined by its lacklus-

counts dirty power sources toward its renewable energy 
goals — including burning wood and burning waste meth-

which allow utilities to continue burning fossil fuels while 

even outside of New York.

New York’s RPS program is better than that of many states 

-

thermal power. New York can and must do better. New York 
must strengthen its RPS program by expelling dirty energy 

New York and the United States must rapidly shift to 100 

solar and geothermal energy. The majority of U.S. electric-
ity still comes from climate-destroying fossil fuels.1

 and 
renewables like wind or solar energy.2

Washington’s failure to act on climate change means that 
the states must take decisive action to transition to clean 

New York’s Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) sets renewable electricity goals and determines 
which energy sources qualify as renewable. These programs can be a vital part of a state’s energy 
policy portfolio to drive the shift to renewable energy. But New York’s weak RPS program cannot 

climate change. The state’s RPS program is further compromised by New York’s continued reliance 
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TABLE 1. Grading New York’s Renewable Portfolio Standard

RPS provision Ideal RPS New York RPS New York grade Average state grade

Target and time frame 100% C

Dirty portfolio 
and RECs dirty energy sources dirty energy sources

C
sources/RECs)

Transition to 
renewable energy

Projected to achieve 
F

D (projected to 

Overall D+ D
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energy. Strengthening RPS programs is an important 
component of state climate policies and could dramatically 
increase the renewable power generation necessary to curb 
climate change.

Introduction to Renewable Portfolio Standards
State renewable portfolio standards establish a renew-

allow a range of dirty energy sources such as municipal 
waste incineration or even coal. Almost all states allow utili-

generating renewable energy.3 

4

-
ity sales.5 

Strong RPS programs can be essential parts of state 

-
-

tives can be undercut when New York has increasingly 
relied on fracked natural gas and electricity generated by 

environmental and health impacts outside state lines.6 

Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative carbon trading pro-

does not account for rising emissions of the potent green-
house gas methane from leaks during natural gas produc-

Food & Water Watch evaluated New York’s RPS program 

sources over the coming decades. (For more on the score-
Cleanwashing: How States Count Polluting Energy 

Sources as Renewable7) 

New York’s RPS target goal and time frame 
are too weak to curb climate change
Strong RPS policies would set a target of 100 percent renew-

-
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carbon dioxide than what the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change conservatively estimated would give us 
only a two-out-of-three chance of avoiding a catastrophic 
1.5 degrees Celsius rise in temperature.8 As the concentra-
tion of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere exceeds crucial 

and potentially irreversible.9 Reducing these emissions by 

10

New York’s RPS target requires public and private utilities to 
generate or procure 50 percent of their power from renew-

11 These targets are not strong enough 
to halt or reverse climate change. 

New York’s RPS allows dirty 
energy sources and policies 

sources as well as whether states allowed RECs that must be 
expelled from RPS programs. New York’s RPS allowed two 
dirty energy sources — waste methane and wood-burning 
power — as well as RECs.12 New York’s RPS did not include 
several common RPS dirty sources (including garbage incin-

plants and RECs to clean up its RPS program. 

factory farms): New York’s RPS included burning waste 
-

released from factory farm manure).13 This methane is often 
referred to as biogas.14 Biogas is primarily methane and is 

many of the same problems.15  Burning biogas or methane 
releases greenhouse gases as well as pollutants including 

16 

cows had manure digesters that supplied the electricity grid 
17 -

ties mostly generate power for the facilities themselves — 
approximately half the energy from factory farm digesters 
may be needed to power the digesters themselves.18

manure spills and explosions mean that digesters provide 
neither clean nor safe energy.19

farms to build manure digesters.20

on-farm power generation only encourage the expansion of 
an unsustainable food production system to create more and 
larger factory farms.

burning wood can release more emissions than coal.21 

and other airborne pollutants that harm respiratory health 
and increase risks from asthma and heart disease.22 At the 

-

the company threatened to shutter if it did not receive state 
subsidies.23

Renewable energy credits: Allowing RECs under New 
York’s RPS permits utilities to burn polluting fuels while 

renewable energy.24

New York’s RPS is not strong enough to achieve 
100 percent renewables within two decades

little to curb climate change or meet its RPS target.25 New 
York’s slow renewable adoption ranked among the bottom 
third of states with mandatory RPS programs.

Now is the time to strengthen 
New York’s RPS program
Robust mandatory RPS programs can be an important 
part of state policies to encourage the shift to renewable 

energy sources and eliminate renewable energy credits to 
ensure that the policies can promote a swift transition to 
genuine renewable energy. New York must raise its RPS 

sewage treatment plants and factory farms from its eligible 
RPS energy sources. 
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